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May SCAMPS Meeting Location

The meeting is Saturday May 3 starting at noon. Milon’s home phone number is 949 673-0986 and the
office number is 626-968-4764. Driving from the East on the 60 Freeway, take the Azusa Ave. exit. Turn
right on Azusa Ave. and turn left at the first major intersection, which is Gale Ave. Milon’s shop is on the
right hand side just past the large Edison facility. Driving from the West on the 60 Freeway, take the Hacienda
Blvd. Exit and turn left to cross the freeway. Proceed to the next major intersection and turn right onto Gale
Ave. Milon’s shop will be on the left hand side just before the large Edison facility. Everyone, drive through
the chain link gate and park on the East side of the building. Enter through the front doors-see you there!
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SCAMPS NEWS

by Clint Brooks

So much for winter-it’s time for flying. Two contests have gone by in
April-the San Valeers & SCAMPS Spring Annual and a well attended
monthly Club contest both of which will be detailed below. Also
included in this issue is the latest SCAMPS club roster.
As for me-I’ve been going pretty hard on kit orders for my Boomer P-30
model since the NFFS Digest released earlier in April with Jim
Buxton’s build review of it. It makes me realize how supportive the
free flight community really is on all levels-this is one community that
really plays well together and I’m proud to be counted among you.
Attending the San Valeers/SCAMPS contest was not without its
challenges this year. Saturday was an absolute blow out with most
resigned to watching until mid-afternoon and then heading back to
more comfortable quarters to wait it out. And speaking of comfortable
quarters, if you are tired of the Lost Hills accommodations you need to
check out the Best Western in Wasco for a pleasant change. It will cost
you a bit more, but the amenities there are the best in the area and security seems pretty good with lots of
external security cameras on all the outside areas. Plus there are a few more eateries to choose from, with
several excellent family run Mexican food establishments. I also notice a bit more calm in that area when
Lost Hills is obviously blown out. It does creep that way but it seems the area is more protected from the
onshore winds that haunt the Lost Hills site so easily. Maybe there is an alternate field to consider in that
area-worth looking into I think.
Anyway, after the punishment on Saturday those who stayed were rewarded with stunning conditions after
9:30 on Sunday morning, and virtually all the events from Saturday were flown then.
I don’t have any reports from the San Valeers team which was CD’d by Ken Kaiser this year. Daniel
Heinrich CD’d for the SCAMPS and his report follows:
SCAMPS Texaco April 12-13, 2014

By Daniel Heinrich

This will probably be one of the shortest contest reports I have written as by the time the weather cooperated
most of the Old Timer flyers had packed up and gone home. But I am getting ahead of myself. I arrived on
Friday around 7:30 PM to a reasonably full flight line. I was able to secure a spot next to Ken Kaiser who
was running the San Valeers side of the contest and got a report of how the flying had been that day.
Apparently the wind came up around 3 PM but it had been nice conditions before that with lots of test flying
going on. It was breezy all night so I concentrated on unloading enough to clear my bed, made some dinner
and enjoyed Don Kaiser as he entertained those of us still awake with his ukulele.
Up early Saturday morning unfortunately to rather breezy conditions with drift going to the east. Drift just
about any other direction would be OK but chasing to the east can be challenging. The FAI guys flew
anyway though I only occasionally saw one of their airplanes. The wind dropped off a bit around 9 and
several people started flying. Dick Nelson put up a flight with his Hayseed but did not turn in a time so I have
to guess it was a test flight. On the modern side Terry Ellington maxed out in Slow Gas but only a couple of
guys were able to post flights before the wind came back up. It blew all day and we packed it in hoping for
better weather on Sunday.
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Sunday dawned to a stiff breeze still to the East and almost all of the Old Timer flyers decided to get an early
start for home. Ken and I decided to wait it out and we were rewarded for our patience. Around 9 AM the
drift shifted to the South and dropped off significantly. Thinking it may pick back up again flying began in
earnest. I tried to get the few guys left interested in posting some flights but in the end it was Mike Mayea
and Clint Brooks who were the only ones who posted flights. Mike maxed out in Small Rubber Cabin and
Clint maxed out in Small Rubber Stick with Mike posting a 521 for second.
I decided to post some flights and wanting competition I pulled out my Orbiteer to fly in Slow Gas. No test
flight, my first flight was an easy max but in true shoot myself in the foot fashion I did not get the fuse lit and
was treated to about a 25 minute flight. Sure glad the model is orange! Even with that the drift was light
enough that it only landed in the pistachio field and was not damaged.
Since we were not able to award the Texaco trophy I have decided to award it in May at the Dual Club meet.
They are hosting a full slate of Old Timer, Nostalgia and Modern events and is always a fun contest. I will be
hosting a pot luck on Saturday evening so bring your favorite side dish and enjoy. Anyway, whoever posts
the high time in Texaco at the Dual Meet will be awarded the Texaco trophy. The contest will be May 17-18
and will be at Lost Hills. Hope to see everyone there!

Here is a montage of pictures taken Sunday by Arline Bartick. She has become very adept at catching us in
our moments of truth. I always think of myself as so poised in my launch mode but looking at myself in a
couple of these makes me laugh as it is quite the opposite-I’m surprised I’m not biting my tongue off in the
urgency to make a good launch and catch that air! I notice quite a few others also experience the
derangement of ourselves as we stress through the launch phase-heck, that’s what makes it so fun!
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SCAMPS April Club Contest

by Joe Jones

The SCAMPS April Contest on April 16th included FAC Greve Race, P-30 Rubber, Old Time ABC Fuselage,
and E36 Electric. The weather was beautiful with mild temperatures, minimal drift, and some lift.
There were three Greve Racers present – Bernie Crowe’s Mr. Smoothie, Fernando Ramos’ Chambermaid, and
John Donnelson’s Goon. Roger Willis, a dedicated FAC flier was present, but his Greve Racer had been
damaged in the FAC Contest the previous weekend. With three entries, two rounds were flown, eliminating
one entry after the first round. Bernie Crowe and John Donnelson had good first round flights. Fernando
Ramos’ airplane stalled initially and then settled into what appeared to be a stable stall not gaining altitude.
He was down in 16 seconds. On the second round, John wound in an additional 3 inch-ounces. He got more
altitude. Bernie caught some lift near the end of the flight, but John out lasted him to post a win. Greve race
results were:
1
2
3

John Donnelson
Bernie Crowe
Fernando Ramos

Goon
Mr. Smoothie
Chambermaid

58
92
16

99
87

There were seven entries in P-30 Rubber. Clint Brooks posted three maxes with his own design Boomer to
finish first. Kevin Sherman also flew a Boomer to second place, dropping 5 seconds on his third flight. Al
Richardson flew his own Prowler II design to third place. His Prowler II design goes back to the first days of
P-30 competition. Gary Sherman flew his Hi Ho 30 to fourth place. Ted Firster suffered a failed
dethermalizer timer on the first flight of his Shark Mk II. He then reentered with his Pizzaz 30 to place fifth.
George Walter was sixth with his NJANPF (Not Just Another Pretty Face). P-30 results were:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Clint Brooks
Kevin Sherman
Al Richardson
Gary Sherman
Ted Firster
George Walter

Boomer
Boomer
Prowler II
Hi Ho 30
Pizzaz 30
NJAPF

120/120/120
118/120/115
120/106/120
109/105/120
120/91/120
61/89/74

360
353
346
334
331
224

There were only two entries in Old Time ABC Fuselage. Kevin Sherman posted three maxes with his
Rambler to finish first. Philip Ronney flew his Ascender. Old Time ABC Fuselage results were:
1
2

Kevin Sherman
Philip Ronney

Rambler
Ascender

180/180/180
62/115/132
6

540
309

There were four entries in electric E36. Clint Brooks and Larry Terrigno both flew Joulebox 190 airplanes
which is designed by John Oldenkamp and kitted by Clint. They both posted maxes through the first three
15-second engine run rounds. Clint posted 90 seconds on the first 10-second engine run fly-off round while
Larry maxed. In the second fly-off round (5-second engine run), Larry posted 59 seconds for the win.
Bernie Crowe flew his own design Slept on a Lepton. He posted 91 seconds for the first round and maxed the
second and third round to finish third. Hal Wightman gallantly flew his Sparky to fourth place. The E36
Electric results were:
1
Larry Terrigno
Joulebox 190
120/120/120/120/59 539
2
Clint Brooks
Joulebox 190
120/120/120/90
450
3
Bernie Crowe
Slept on a Lepton
91/120/120
331
4
Hal Wightman
Sparky
25/22/15
62
Thanks to all who participated. See you and many more next year!
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Note: red font in the roster means you are not current in the SCAMPS for dues. Blue font is paid for 2014,
green paid for 2014 & 2015. Black font is assumed no longer active in SCAMPS.
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